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Setting the Scene
Tough questions always come when least expected. They put you on the spot. They make you sweat
over your intellectual, ethical, and emotional responses to pressing problems that you know are
important—wars, poverty, humanity’s origin, God’s existence, globalization, climate change, other
religions, eternal destiny—just you planned to think out a well reasoned response over a smooth latté
when spare time presented. Sadly, the time never came, and so here you are again, unsure and
uncomfortable.
Maybe I’m speaking for you. I’m certainly speaking for myself! As a Christian apologist—that is, one
defending and commending the Christian faith as plausible—I’ve often found myself sweating it over a
tough question or three coming from left-field, usually while in front of a senior high class, all the while
trying to point people to Jesus.
But sadly, for many of us, fear of being unable to answer these tough questions gives us an excuse not
to talk about or faith. How many conversations have you avoided because you were afraid that you
might be faced with a tough question?
John 1:9 tells us that Christ is the true light that gives light to every person. This is a cornerstone verse
for the LOGOS ministries. We are about sharing the light of Christ with others by commending and
defending our Christian faith, and equipping other followers of Jesus to do the same.
This study guide is designed to be used in your small group as a follow on from the message ‘Christmas
Cross-Examined’. You can download the speaker’s notes & slides, an audio of the message, as well as a
number of other resources from the following link: http://logos.kbc.org.au/blog/resources/logostalks/christmas-cross-examined/. At times in this study we’ll be referring to the points made by the
panel, so make sure if you weren’t at one of the messages, you check out this site! - the LOGOS Team

Take it to God
As you open this study, take a few minutes to commit yourself and your group to God. Ask the Holy
Spirit to search your heart and reveal any sin or blockages keeping you from experiencing God’s
presence. Ask for Godly wisdom and discernment thought this study, and commit yourself to honouring
Him both throughout this study and as you apply what we talk about to your life.

Talking Point
Has everyone in the group seen at least one of the presentations of ‘Christmas Cross-Examined?”
(8/10am; 5pm on Sunday, 9 December 2012)? If there is anyone who hasn’t seen it, the group can
summarise it for them, or the video is available from the KBC office or you can download the audio at
the link above.
What was your initial response to the message? What made best sense to you? What made the least
sense? Did you think there was anything missing? How would you have responded to the questions asked
of the panel?

Take a few minutes to share your thoughts with the group.
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The Big Idea
American talk show host Larry King was once asked “If you could select any one person across all of
history to interview, who would it be?” His response was “Jesus Christ. I would like to ask him if he was
indeed virgin-born. The answer to that question would define history for me.”
By all accounts, Jesus is famous. Whether as the identity who split the time-line in two, your favourite
swearword, or your claimed Lord and Saviour, Jesus is rarely more in the spotlight than at Christmas.
People who have never set foot inside a church sing carols about Him.
But how many people actually believe he lived and walked the shores and waves of Galilee? How many
have read the firsthand accounts of his life? Who was this Jesus?

Try This
Everyone holds a multitude of beliefs and opinions about things. And often when it comes to a
discussion about competing beliefs, tempers flare – nobody likes to think that they believe something
that isn’t true. And yet, for most of us, our beliefs are not something we have actively sought to shape,
but rather are formed from the views of our parents and culture as we grow up. Rarely do we challenge
our preconceived views about life.
Imagine for a moment that a workmate, friend, family member or even stranger asked you this
Christmas about your view of Jesus (for most people in our western Australian culture, the answer is one
of the following). Which of these options best reflects your personal beliefs?
 Prophet
 A Deceiver/Liar
 A Moral Example/Reformer
 Delusional
 Son of God (i.e. God in the flesh)
 A Myth (i.e. he didn’t really exist)
 Other:

Talking Point
Let’s take the above scenario to the next step. You’ve responded with your view of who Jesus was, and
presumable the person who made the inquiry has either agreed with you or not. Let’s assume that they
disagree with you, and ask what you based your view on? What evidence have you considered, and
what influences have led you to form your beliefs about Jesus. What would you say?

Take a few minutes to share your thoughts with the group.

The Big Idea
Historical investigation is more like a criminal investigation than maths or physics. As such, you can’t
prove anything beyond a shadow of a doubt. It is possible, however, to prove things beyond a
reasonable doubt, and this is done in historical and criminal investigation by using 3 types of evidences.
1. Eye-witness Testimony (‘accounts of people who saw the whole thing.’)
 The gospel accounts of Matthew and Luke.
 The Jewish Talmud and non-Christian writers.
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2. Physical/Scientific Evidence (‘supporting the witnesses’ accounts from the environment.’)
 Archaeology strongly supports the accuracy of the gospel accounts.
 Particular details about the time and place of Jesus’ birth confirmed.
3. Fingerprint Evidence (‘is there evidence that points to a particular person being involved?’)
 300+ prophecies were fulfilled by Jesus, indicating divine involvement.
 These prophecies provide the context for the virgin birth.
These 3 lines of complementary evidence show that there is a strong, if not compelling case to support
the virgin birth of Jesus, the Son of God.

Talking Point
If nothing in historical investigations can be proven beyond a ‘shadow of a doubt’ (i.e., with absolute
certainty), does this mean nothing historical is believable? Why/why not??

Try This
Break into smaller groups and prepare a short (~1min) summary of the key pieces of eye-witness
testimony, physical evidence, and ‘fingerprint’ evidence that supports what the Bible records about
Jesus birth and life.

Listen to the audio of Brendan’s presentation of the evidence from the ‘Christmas Cross-Examined’
message (or look at the PowerPoint/discussion guide & notes) and jot any other points that stand out to
you.

Talking Point
Which of these pieces of evidence are the most compelling to you? Which are the least? What other
pieces of evidence would you look for before you could move to a point beyond a reasonable doubt?

The Big Idea
“For to us a child is born, to us a son is given, and the government will be on his shoulders. And he will be
called Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.” – Isaiah 9:6
This is just one of the passages in the Old Testament which speaks of the impact that the Messiah would
have when he finally came. But in our secular culture, Jesus is rapidly disappearing. Stunningly,
especially at Christmas. Christmas songs are played incessantly; but their lyrics extol Santa Claus,
snowmen, and gift-giving, instead of the coming of the Saviour, the ultimate Gift. Nativity scenes are
banned from schools, shopping centres and community events, in favour of reindeer and other
inflatable animals. Most children can identify Santa Claus long before they can tell you who Christ is.
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As you look around at this time of year, it is sometimes easy to wonder, what real difference does Jesus’
birth make thousands of years later?

Try This
Ask each member of your group to take a few minutes and reflect on the impact that Jesus has had on
the course of human history. Invite each person to share one way in which Jesus’ life has changed the
world, and one way that it has changed them. (Or if anyone doesn’t think that Jesus’ life changed the
world, ask them to share their reasons for thinking so).

The Big Idea
Jesus’ birth – the Creator of all things limiting Himself to become one of the Created children and living
and walking among them – demonstrates more than anything two amazingly impacting truths: God
cares about us, and there is hope for us.
If the child in that manager 2000 years ago really was born, and he really was God’s son and he died for
us, then it means we can be forgiven of the wrong we’ve done, and if we chose to, we can have an
eternal relationship with our loving father God. And that is the greatest impact of all.

Talking Point
Have you responded to Jesus’ legacy? Spend some time considering how you might, in God’s strength,
live this legacy, making the world better & sharing Jesus life with others.

Challenge
If you’re a Christian then follow the example of Jesus, not just at Christmas but always. Show people just
how much Jesus’ birth has made a difference for good in this world by modelling his example to those in
need.
And if you’re not sure really what significance Jesus’ birth has for you, just know that Jesus is real, he is
alive and the difference he’s already made is that he loved you enough that he died for you so that you
might be forgiven—and if you choose, you can ‘find’ God this Christmas
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Kenmore Baptist Church Message Manuscript December, 2012 AM/PM (LOGOS)

CHRISTMAS CROSS-EXAMINED
BRENDAN WHITE first of two speakers

Christmas X-Examined
Good morning/evening.
Well KBC today I’m speaking along side
David White as part of the Logos team.
Logos is a ministry here in the church that
is dedicated to defending, and
commending our Christian faith. It’s
heading into Christmas time so we’ve
decided to look at whether it’s reasonable
to believe in the Christmas story and Jesus
life as something that actually happened. David will look at the effect Jesus’ birth has
had on human history, and whether it has been a positive or negative influence on the
whole and what it means to each of us individually.
So whether you are a committed believer who might have to explain this to stuff
yourself, or if you are someone searching out matters of faith this message ‘Christmas
Cross Examined’ is for you.
The reason we’ve called it that is I work as a barrister and I’m employed as Crown
Prosecutor which is basically exactly like the show Crownies. No it’s not but it does mean
I spend a lot time talking to juries and helping them understand things like what is good
evidence. For me everyday I think about what makes for good proof, what sort of
evidence it takes to show something happened.
So I’ve always considered it fundamentally vital to know how reasonable it is to believe
what the Bible records as occurring over Christmas. Certainly Jesus is a famous figure
who has defined history and is rarely more in the spot light than at Christmas. Yet like all
good stories if the beginning is wrong, it casts doubt over the entire account. What can
we know about Jesus 2,000 years on? Are the accounts of his life trustworthy? Can we
believe in something like a virgin birth in modern times or the idea that his birth, and life
were prophesied hundreds of years before?
These are very fair questions that you might be asking, or that people might ask you.
Now spoiler alert, we are not in this message covering why supernatural miracles are
possible. I’m just covering the historical evidence. The issue of miracles in a nutshell
comes down to whether God exists.
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That’s because if a supernatural being, God exists, then he can do supernatural things.
God as the creator would not logically be constrained by the natural laws he created. He
is by outside of them and can act outside of them by for example causing a young girl to
become pregnant without male genetic input. We’ve put a link in the notes to a fairly
easy to ready book chapter on some excellent arguments why believing in good makes
sense.
But look if miracles are a sticking point for you or someone you know we’ve done a
whole message on this before and we are happy to get your those notes or DVD.
What I want to talk to you about is some of the evidence that show there are good and
compelling reasons to believe what the Bible records about Jesus birth and life. And this
stuff matters.

Eye-Witness Testimony
As I said I’m a Crown Prosecutor, well I see juries every week make findings of fact about
things that happened in the past. He’s guilty or not guilty. They are like historians and
that’s just one example of how the past affects the present. The reality of Jesus birth is if
he was who he said, that changes everything forever.
I had a trial I was prosecuting a month
ago involving an incident of road rage and
serious violence. The offender involved
had cut off her victim in traffic and then
tail gated until they were stopped at a red
traffic light. Then she got out of her car,
came round to the victim’s window and

started hitting this poor lady.
This offender ended up grabbing her
victim’s finger, and she pulled it back
almost until it almost touched this lady’s
wrist. Fingers aren’t made to do that of
course and that action tore the ligaments
from the fingers bone.
Now in that case we had the victim’s
testimony of what happened, but the offender herself also testified to the jury falsely
claiming she had come round to the victim’s window to speak and had been the one
attacked so she was only defending herself. In that case though we had two other eye
witnesses in nearby cars had witnessed the defendant as the attacker, as well as the
physical evidence of the injuries the victim sustained.
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After a few days of evidence being presented
the jury went out, and not long after that
they convicted this lady of causing grievous
bodily harm. So what was important there
was I won. I mean justice was served.
Now in that case the key evidence was the
eye witnesses who saw what happened. That
is similar to Jesus life. The key evidence is
based on eye witnesses.
In terms of Jesus birth two of the accounts Matthew and Luke, document what
occurred however we have four biographies in total of his life. Now what makes these
sources so useful is that they are first hand accounts, from eye witnesses and they are
written close the events.
The gospels strictly speaking are anonymous however the uniform testimony of the
early church was that Matthew was a tax collector and one of the 12 disciples of Jesus
was the author of Matthew which you see first in your bible, John Mark was a
companion of the disciple Peter, and the author of the book of Mark and that Luke was
known as Paul’s beloved physician and also wrote the book of Acts.
For these three gospels there are no known competitors as apparently their authorship
was just not in dispute. John is very well regarded as having been written by John the
son of Zebedee one of Jesus disciples and close friends.
The most sceptical scholars say Mark and Luke were written down in the 80’s but there
are good reasons to think they were written in the before AD 62.
That means most likely they were actually written 30 years after Jesus death but at most
scholars would say within 50 years of his
death. And in addition to these four gospels
we have even earlier accounts of Jesus life
contained in church creeds like 1 Corinthians
15 where Paul within only 5 years of Jesus
death passes on a creed he’s received that
affirms Jesus’ death, his resurrection and
gives a detailed list of who Jesus appeared
alive too.
What that means is these accounts were written right on top of the events themselves.
In our day and age we are used to a biography that might come out within a few years,
or even weeks of a persons’ death like Walter Isaacon’s book on Steve Jobs.
However in ancient times with a few decades is phenomenally fast. The biographies of
Alexander the Great were written by Arrian and Plutarch more than 400 years after
Alexander’s death in 323BC yet historians consider those biographies generally trust
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worthy. Jesus’ biographies are being written
within the life time of those who knew him
and were being passed down orally within a
few years of his death.
We also have other good reasons to trust
them.

Luke for instance starts out showing his intention was to record history accurately for
the Roman official Theophilus and that he carefully investigated the affairs and he has
clearly spoken with witnesses and most likely Jesus’ mother Mary.
So what you have in the gospels is early accounts of Jesus life, written right on top of the
events, at a time when people who knew Jesus were still alive and they were based on
eye witness accounts either written by or based on testimony from his contemporaries.
No if you think about that case before involving violent road rage there were the victim
and two other eye witnesses who could tell the jury what happened. Here there are four
accounts based on eye witnesses to Jesus life. The reality is a prosecution case is often
based only on one eye witness testimony and jury’s will convict people of serious crimes
based on eye witness accounts. Even sometimes just one persons testimony. I have
been involved in cases where a person was charged with sexual crimes that they
committed over thirty years ago. Yet despite the passage of 30 years and having only
the victim’s testimony, juries can and do convict people.
Here there are four accounts which confirm and corroborate one another about Jesus
and provide a wealth of information on him.
In addition to those eye witness accounts
though there are sources outside of the
Bible that talk about Jesus life including
unsympathetic ones. We have the work of
the early church fathers, so the disciples of
the disciples. But we also sources hostile
to Christians. The most important Roman
historian of the first century period was
Tacitus and he makes reference to Jesus as
a historical figure saying he was crucified under Pontius Pilate and there was now an
‘immense multitude’ by 115AD following Jesus. Josephus was probably the most
important Jewish historian writing toward the end of the 1st century AD and he
corroborates important information that Jesus was a teacher, had a followed and was
martyred at the instigation of the Jewish leaders. In addition to those sources there are
others like the Roman historian Suetonius, or the Roman official Pliny the Younger
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writing to the Emperor on how to deal with
Christians, all these sources confirm key
details of Jesus life found in the Bible.

Physical Evidence
Another way you test an eye witness’ account as being both honest and reliable is to see
if other evidence not in dispute matches up with it. One of the problems for that female
offender who committed the road rage violence is the physical evidence we had was
inconsistent with her story. The victim had sustained clear defensive injuries to her arms
which was at odds with this lady saying she was the one primarily attacked.
Now here there is physical evidence in respect of Jesus birth that we can consider and
that is the archaeological record. In history we can often check to see if an account is
consistent with or contradicted by the latest findings and discoveries.
Archaeology strongly supports the accuracy of the gospels and can corroborate
particular details.
An example is that sceptics have asserted,
even up until 2009, that the village of
Nazareth where Jesus spent his childhood
growing up didn’t exist, however the
archaeological digs there have revealed
there was settlements pre- and post
dating Jesus’ life and in 2009 for the first
time ever a house was unearthed from
the first century which conclusively shows
Nazareth was a real village at the time in history that Jesus was a child. Another
example is that only last year in May the Israel Antiquities Authority announced the
discovery of an ancient small clay seal, approximately from 2,000 years ago, that
mentions Bethlehem where Jesus was born. That is the first piece of physical evidence
that mentions the existence of Bethlehem
That’s two specific examples but what has been proven again and again generally is that
where New Testament writers mention specific individuals, places, and various official
titles of local authorities, archaeology ends up corroborating that the writers got it right.
So archaeology becomes a powerful piece of evidence as it corroborates what the
gospel writers have written where they can be checked on.
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Fulfilled Prophecy
Another compelling form of evidence for
Jesus birth and his life is fulfilled
prophecy. Now I am not going to ask for a
show of hands for people who watch or
are hooked on the CSI type shows . Yes I
am sure you are here in the audience and
we have a full time counsellor at church
who can help if you want it.
What these shows have done is show how
DNA evidence or finger print evidence is enough to link someone to a crime. The reason
for that is that fingerprints as an example are unique. No one else has your finger prints.
Now DNA doesn’t necessarily prove something happened. But it can prove who was
involved. I had a case where a young couple had some intruders force their way into
their house, demanding money and one of these offenders was armed with a shot gun.
Now the eye witnesses, the victim’s told police that was what happened. So we know
what occurred but we didn’t know the identity of the offender. Luckily one of the
intruders left behind a thong—the type that goes on your foot not anywhere else. Well
that thong had their DNA on it. That’s it, the girl who left her thong had to plead guilty
because her DNA had confirmed her identify as one of the perpetrators.
The correlation with Jesus is that God has
stamped the Bible with the finger prints of
Jesus the Messiah in the form of
prophecies. The eye witness accounts of
his life tell us what happened, what he
did. It is the fulfilled prophecy that
confirms he was divine. In the Old
Testament there are over sixty major
prophecies with about 270 ramifications
that were fulfilled in the person of Jesus
Christ.
Now I do realize Logos messages tend sometimes to go over time so we won’t look at all
270 prophecies Jesus fulfilled. We’ll just do say 250? *laughs+
Now for people here who may never have heard this before it’s important to realize that
it is an accepted fact that that the prophecies concerning Jesus in the Old Testament
were all written down at the latest by the 2nd century BC. That is not controversial. It is
not historically controversial that these prophecies existed before Jesus’ birth.
Now that then just leaves a person to decide if Jesus did fulfil those pre-existing
prophecies. Many of these prophecies Jesus had no control over whether he fulfilled
them including being born of a virgin in Bethlehem and that his birth would trigger a
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massacre of infant boys which is what Herod did. Other prophecies included his betrayal
for 30 pieces of silver and explicit details on the manner of his death including that his

1
2
3
4
5

6

bones wouldn’t be broken, he’d be whipped and he would be pierced.
Sometimes people will answer by saying it was luck what he fulfilled. Well let’s talk
about the odds of that. First here are a few examples of odds you’ll be familiar with.
1 Odds of getting the flu in 2013: 10 to 1
Odds of bowling a 300 (perfect) game: 11,500 to 1
2 Odds of dating a supermodel: 88,000 to 1
Odds of an adult having to visit the ER due to an injury from a pogo stick: 115,300 to 1
3

4
5
6

Odds of being struck by lightning: 576,000 to 1
Odds of a meteor landing on your house: 182,138,880,000,000 to 1
One professor of mathematics has calculated the odds of fulfilling just 8 prophecies by
chance are 1 in 10 to the 17. I don’t know what that number even is but it’s big.
This one’s bigger. Have a look behind me, the odds of fulfilling 48 prophecies by chance
is 1 in 10 to 157. That’s 10 with 157 zeros after it.
To put this in perspective mathematically a thing is considered impossible if it’s any
more than 1 in 10 to the 47.
So 8 prophecies, yeah that’s possible like winning the lottery twice is possible, but 48
prophecies, that isn’t chance.
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I know of famous Jews like Pastor Louis
Lapides or Michael Brown who would read
a prophecy like Isaiah 53 which talks about
the Messiah being despised and rejected,
crushed for our iniquities and pierced for
our transgressions. The prophecy so clearly
foretelling Jesus as the Messiah that those
men became followers of Jesus.
In fact Michael Brown went on to obtain
his master’s degree and PhD in ancient Near Eastern Languages and Literature and he is
now a scholar who travels the world defending these prophecies in debates and
dialogues with scholars, rabbis and Jews on radio, TV, in Universities and in synagogues.
Well that is an overview of some of this historical evidence that’s exists for Jesus birth
and life.
In a moment we’ll look at the difference Jesus birth has made to human history and
what it can mean to us individually.
But first a brief message brought to you by our sponsors, A Sue and Chris Chapman
drama. Humour because Logos needs laughter.
<DRAMA: CHAPMANS … sound track, 2 on
stage = 4 MINUTES
… KEEP THIS SLIDE ON SCREEN DURING
THEIR PERFORMANCE>

DAVE WHITE second of two speakers

A Significant Birth
The Chapmans are always a hard act to
follow. There’s a lot of truth to the idea
that people believe Christmas should be
less about the birth of Jesus and more
about snuggles and snow flakes. It won’t
be long before we see modern nativity
scenes with little baby Santa in the
manager, and frosty and the three wise
Snowmen who brought him gifts. Slowly
our culture is diluting the ‘Christ’ in ‘Christmas’ by making Jesus just one of many
symbols of the ‘true meaning of Christmas’. Earlier tonight Brendan cross-examined
Christmas by presenting some of evidence supporting the literal Christmas story of
Jesus’ birth to show that there is substantial reason to believe in the real Christmas
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story. But even if it’s possible, what real difference does Jesus’ birth make thousands of
years later?
For many people Christmas is significant
time for all the wrong reasons.… a study
from the UK revealed that every year
around Christmas approximately 19 people
are injured attempting to eat inedible
Christmas decorations they incorrectly
believed were made of chocolate,
approximately 30 people every year are
burned watering their Christmas trees with
the lights still on, 4 people each year break bones in cracker/bon bon pulling accidents,
hundreds of children are poked in the eye by tree branches whilst trying to retrieve their
presents from under the tree, and approximately 1000 people each year fall while using
a chair to adjust their Christmas trees. But putting aside comical Christmas injuries, the
reality is that for many people Christmas really isn’t a time of joy and peace, but a
terrible time of struggle. As families gather for Christmas this makes the pain of divorce
or grief for a lost love one more intense, as people are giving gifts to each other this
burdens those in debt and financial stress. ...So what difference does Jesus make to the
depression, loneliness and burden people feel at Christmas time?
Even before Jesus was born the incredible
God was telling the world about the
significance of his birth and the difference
he would make for all mankind in the Old
Testament. In Isaiah 9:6 it says this,
“For to us a child is born, to us a son is
given, and the government will be on his
shoulders. And he will be called
Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.”
Again Isaiah 61 tells us that Jesus was
anointed to preach the good news to the
poor, proclaim freedom for the prisoners, and recovery of sight to the blind, to release
the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour.’ So how has Jesus’ fulfilled
these predictions about his life and made a difference in our world today? I’d like to
answer that question in two parts: I want to firstly explore some of the differences Jesus
has made to human history generally and then we’ll take a look at why it’s still relevant
to us 2000 years later.
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The Difference Jesus Made
changed history health and charity. Many
historians acknowledge the role that
Christianity had to play in founding
hospitals as places where the sick and
dying could come and find mercy and
treatment. Even today many hospitals
right here in Brisbane still reflect their
Christian
Mater Hospital
linked to health care when you read how compassionately Jesus dealt with those
inflicted by physical disease. Take just one story from Ma
When
2
Jesus came down from the mountainside, large crowds followed him. A man with
leprosy
Lord, if you are willing, you can make
me clean Jesus reached out his hand and touched the man.
he said.

not only because of the fear of catching the disease but for a Rabbi it meant being

touched in years, even by his own family. He did far more than just cure him, he
showed him unimaginable compassion.
It was this kind of love and example from
Jesus that inspired a new attitude toward
helping the sick. After Constantine legalised
Christianity in the 4th Century Christians
built numerous hospitals. And then in 325
A.D. the council of Nicaea made a ruling
that decreed hospitals were to be
established wherever he church was
established. Christian hospitals were different though. They didn’t merely exist to treat
sickness, they existed to comfort, to feed, to provide shelter and compassion on people.
Jesus has also had a profound impact in shaping the culture of modern day nursing care.
Florence Nightingale, considered to be the founder of modern nursing, received much
of her inspiration for her work from Jesus example. Following Jesus example she chose
to care for the wounded and dying, she established Nightingale School for Training
Nurses in 1860, published a book ‘Notes on Hospitals’ in 1859 all of which profoundly
shaped modern medicine and nursing care.
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for me. I felt called to become a doctor from as young as I can remember, and it was
the inspiration and the motivation to do
it. I can honestly say that to this very day
to be not only a conscientious doctor,

developing the bedside manner of Dr
just want cure they want love, gentleness,
kindness, and compassion.
But health care isn’t the only way Jesus’ birth has changed human history. Without the
birth of Christ there would be no William Wilberforce whose life work was to abolish
slavery, no mother Teresa whose charities have care for millions of dying,
disadvantaged men and women. It was Christ who empowered these kinds of men and
women to show impossible, unthinkable, incredible, world changing love and these
qualities formed the inspiration for Christian charities still working today. Jesus didn’t
shy away from interacting with lepers, or prostitutes or a woman who was ‘unclean’
because she’d had bleeding for twelve years. Jesus’ love, demonstrated first by being
born as a man, inspired these people to live beautiful meaningful lives and provided the
model by which they founded their life’s
work and we are literally still seeing their
effect today.
There are countless Christian
organisations helping literally millions of
unfortunate, disadvantaged, poor, and
outcast people in this world. The leader of
the Salvation Army said “If you ask how
many families were helped by Salvation
Army it is more than 10 million families a
year. And there wouldn’t be Salvation Army without a saviour.” In fact, many believe
that it was Saint Nicholas, famous for his generous gifts to the poor, who was the
primary inspiration for the figure of Santa Claus. But Mother Teresa, the Salvation Army,
Saint Nick—these are just some of the well known Christians of history. The model of
Christ inspires millions of ordinary people to do extra-ordinary things across this world.
Studies actually substantiate the impact Jesus’ birth has had on forming a culture of
compassion and generosity through charitable giving of both time and money. Robert
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Putnam, renowned sociologist, found that religious people give three times more
money and time to charity than secularists. This is despite there being little difference
between the groups in income or education level. Furthermore, Christian charities made
up nearly a quarter of the 100 best non-profit groups for financial integrity in the United
States. Twenty-two Christian organizations were ranked in the 2007 Top 100 list by The
Non-Profit Times. Notably, three groups were among the top 10 best charities.
But rather than me just tell you why don’t we take a look at some of the work being
done by the organisation Samaritan’s Purse, who run a program called ‘Operation
Christmas Child’ where they give gifts to less fortunate children of Africa. This
organisation is supported by Kenmore Baptist.
<VIDEO CLIP 1: OPERATION CHRISTMAS-CHILD/SAMARITAN’S PURSE = 2 MINUTES>
The children in that video are real children,
and without the compassion Christ
demonstrated organisations like Samaritan’s
Purse wouldn’t exist. Seeing the real
difference Christian charities make it is
undeniable that the birth of Christ has had a
profound and incredible impact for good in
this world. If Jesus’ had never been born, if
the manager in Bethlehem had remained
empty, the world would surely be a less compassionate place. Jesus’ life was a model of
compassion and He showed the world a new way to love and the effect of that love still
ripples into the lives of millions to this very day. But what about us? What relevance
does this have to you and me, to the problems we face every day? I think that the birth
of Jesus demonstrates to us several incredibly relevant and person lessons.

What Christmas Can Mean for You
First, it shows us is that God cares about
us. Have you ever seen the TV ‘undercover boss’? The idea of the show is that
an incredibly powerful and wealthy boss,
like John Robbo, assumes the role of a
common low-level employee, and gains
their perspective and trust. He works as
one of them and experiences life through
their eyes, eats with them at lunch, works
with them all day, and wears the clothes they wear. At the end of the show the boss
reveals who he truly is and the unsuspecting employees are almost always over come
with incredible shock, but also something much deeper, they are overcome with
gratitude and disbelief that their boss was willing to go to the extent of being a
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common, low-level employee. The employee often breaks down with emotion. They
can’t understand their rich and powerful boss would give up his riches to suffer as one
of them, experiencing their life.
Well Jesus choosing to be born a man is under-cover boss on steroids. The founder and
CEO of life, God, cares about humanity and its problems enough to become one of us…
but amazingly he doesn’t consider us employees, he wants us to be his children. The fact
that God is willing to become a man it shows an incredible love for us and an
unimaginably deep desire to have the most intimate relationship possible, to the extent
that became one of us. The fact that Jesus was born as one of us means that he
understands us. It means he understands what you have been through because he’s
experienced life as a man. When you pray to him, when you seek him, you are not
relating to a saviour who is far removed from your circumstance and suffering. Jesus
knows what it is to fear, to be tempted, to be hungry. Jesus’ birth restores significance
to the individual. He cared enough to become one of us, to know our struggles
intimately.
Second, even more incredible is that
Jesus’ birth doesn’t just mean God cares,
it means there’s hope for us. God didn’t
just become a man so that he could
experience our suffering; he became a
man so that he could end our suffering,
physical, emotional and spiritual
suffering. Jesus’ birth demonstrates that
God has gone to the most incredible
lengths to intervene to fix this broken world. We have hope that God has stepped in to
take on the problems of this world, but more than that he’s taken on our problems, my
problems… your problems.
In Luke 4:17 Jesus reads a prophecy written before he was born about the purpose of
his life. This passage sums up Jesus’ purpose and the relevance of his life, and the
difference it can make for us even today. “The Scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed
to Jesus. Unrolling it he found the place where it was written: ‘The Spirit of the Lord is
on me because he has anointed me to preach the good news to the poor. He has sent
me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners, and recovery of sight to the blind, to
release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour.’
Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant and sat down. The eyes of
everyone in the synagogue where fastened on him, and he began by saying to them,
‘today this scripture is fulfilled in your
hearing.’
As we’ve seen tonight Jesus has had an
incredible impact on this world for good,
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but his greatest work was to make a difference to our eternal hope. Jesus modelled
incredible compassion and love which changed human history. But even more
significant is the fact that: if the child in that manager 2000 years ago really was born,
and he really was God’s son and he died for us, then it means we can be forgiven of the
wrong we’ve done, and if we chose to, we can have an eternal relationship with our
loving father God, and that is the greatest difference of all. This is why Jesus came to us
as a baby; this is why Christmas matters to me, to you. Jesus was sent to the world to
preach good news of salvation and new hope to the poor, not just financially poor. Jesus
has come to proclaim freedom to prisoners… prisoners of anxiety about that next
repayment, prisoners of lust, prisoners of grief, prisoners of hurt… he wants to give sight
to the blind, those blinded by greed, those blinded by anger, blinded by addiction,
blinded by fear… he came to release the oppressed, oppressed by guilt, by hatred, or
loneliness.

Finding Life in Jesus’ Legacy
Tonight we’ve looked at evidence as to
why the Christmas story of Jesus birth is
possible, and we’ve touched on the
difference it’s made both to the world and
to us as individuals. What we’ve
mentioned is only a fraction of the
potential areas we could explore; we
haven’t discussed the difference Jesus’
birth made to art with works like the
Sistine chapel, racial equality, women’s
rights or music.
But what’s the real point of all this? What do we hope you take away? Well hopefully
we’ve shown that Jesus has made an incredible difference for good in this world
because individual Christians chose to follow Jesus’ selfless example to make the world
a better place. And if you’re a Christian then my hope is that today’s message might
inspire you to follow the example of Jesus, not just at Christmas but always. Show
people just how much Jesus’ birth has made a difference for good in this world by
modelling his example to those in need.
And if you’re not sure really what significance Jesus’ birth has for you, I want to tell you
this Christmas, if you feel poor, if you need freedom, if you are tired of being blind, tired
of being oppressed, if you long for intimacy and hope … I want to tell you tonight that
Jesus is real, he is alive and the difference he’s already made is that he loved you
enough that he died for you so that you might be forgiven and if you choose you can
find God this Christmas.
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Questions for Discussion
1.

What impacted you most in this talk? Download the manuscript and small group
discussion guide from http://logos.kbc.org.au/blog/resources/logos-talks/christmas-crossexamined/ to jog your memory.

2.

What is your view of Jesus? If someone asked you what you based your view on—what
evidence you had considered—what would you say?

3.

Have you left Jesus as a baby, merely human? Read the gospel of Mark (it’s the shortest)
and form a fresh of Jesus this Christmas.

4.

Do you think Jesus life has changed the world? What changes can you see?

5.

Have you ever met someone who said Jesus changed their life? Share some stories.

6.

Have you responded to Jesus’ legacy? Spend some time considering how you might, in
God’s strength, live this legacy, making the world better & sharing Jesus’ life with others.
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Are Miracles Possible? ... by Steve Baso
How can a rational person today accept the stories of miracles in the Bible? Or the stories of miracles
that many churches claim happen today – healings, deliverances, and prophetic utterances? Aren’t
miracles contrary to the laws of modern science? Aren’t miracle claims simply myths and legends
designed to create religious faith?
Questions abound when it comes to the miraculous. Yet in today’s reductionist, science-based culture, a
false divide has been created between faith and reason, the supernatural and the natural. They are seen
not just to be different realms, but rather, contradictions. Those believing in the supernatural are
comically portrayed as red-necks from the back-blocks, unaware and uneducated.
But there is something about the word miracles that we find intriguing. We want to see one, or perhaps
we think they are impossible or a thing of the past. To that the first thing I really want to say is, if you are
sceptical, I understand. I really do.
From the outset, what do we mean when we say miracle? There are a lot of different ideas thrown
around, but a simple, straightforward definition of a miracle is: something that is supernaturally caused,
scientifically inexplicable, and religiously significant.
Why talk about miracles? This is a bit sticking point for a lot of people to believing that Christianity is
even plausible, let alone worth following. So it’s a big issue, and it is on us as Christians to be able to talk
about it and assist those who are struggling with the concept.
In Christianity there are a number of things that are primary issues, call them closed-hands beliefs…
things that we can’t play around with—the Trinity, the sinfulness of mankind, the incarnation of God in
Jesus, Jesus’ atoning death on the Cross… those are examples of closed-handed issues. If someone is
challenging a closed handed issue, then it is worth fighting for – albeit in a gentle and respectful manner
(1 Peter 3:15-16). But with peripheral issues (such as how the end times will unfold, or the nature of
Church governance)… whilst they may be important, are not the most important things to discuss. Let’s
call these open-handed beliefs.
So what about miracles – is a belief in miracles an open hand or a closed hand issue for Christians? Well,
what is the central teaching of Christianity? The resurrection. Our whole faith rests on the fact that a
man who had been brutally flogged, severing flesh from his body, who had his beard ripped out and a
crown of large thorns pressed into his head, who had been nailed by a Roman Executioner to a cross to
suffocate and bleed out, who had his heart pierced by a spear with water and blood flowing out – this
man three days later rose from the dead (1 Corinthians 15:13-17).
Christianity rises or falls on whether the resurrection happened. Our faith is one that rests on the
miraculous. Miracles are a closed hand issue… If our faith is based on miracles, and the person you are
talking with outright rejects them, or is sceptical about them, then this is something worth going on the
journey for.
If you ask the average person on the street whether a miracle can occur, you can be certain you are
going to get one of three possible answers (or variants of these answers):
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The first possible response camp is a flat out no; miracles are impossible. Typically, this response will
come from what you might call atheists or those who follow the philosophy of naturalism as a big
picture to explain everything (this is where the Darwinian Evolution hat will take you if you accept it
outright to explain our origins). These people say that the natural order – what we can observe with our
five senses (touch, taste, smell, hearing and sight) – is all that exists. They carry this into their philosophy
as an a priori assumption; because the natural is all that exists, and because there is nothing outside of
the natural realm to act supernaturally upon it, miracles are impossible.
The second response you might come across is no, but yes; miracles aren’t impossible but would never
happen. If you come across this response, chances are you’re talking to a deist. Deists believe in a
transcendent (outside of Creation) God who created everything, but they believe this God effectively
wound up the universe like a giant clock and let it run completely by itself – never interfering in its
operation. Because there is a supernatural God who is outside of creation, technically miracles are
possible, but because he never infers they would never happen.
The third response you might get is yes, miracles are possible. This is what we call theists (that’s you and
me if you believe in Jesus!) Theists believe in a God who is both outside of Creation (transcendent) and
actively involved in Creation (immanent) – he can interfere wherever He wants. It is this belief in a
personal God who interacts to reveal Himself and relate to people that is the basis for their belief in
miracles.
So out of these three main camps – the atheists, deists, and theists – everyone shares something in
common… our attitude on miracles stems from our a priori assumptions. That is, what you believe about
god, will dictate what you believe about miracles. Rather than testing the evidence that a miracle has
occurred, atheists rule them out before they even come to the evidence… because if there is no God,
there cannot be a miracle.
Essentially, when someone says, “I don’t believe in miracles”, what they are really saying is “I don’t
believe in God”. Some people will say that straight out. But often, you will head a couple of common
objections, which mask that the underlying problem:
1) The violate the natural laws – which from our observation are uniform
2) They are improbable - doesn’t void the evidence
3) Science will someday explain them away – blind faith
The first objection that you will commonly come across is that miracles are impossible because they defy
the laws of nature… they contradict the way science teaches the universe uniformly behaves. This
argument dates back to the 17th century, when Benedict de Spinoza argued that the laws of nature are
unchangeable, and since miracles violate these unchangeable laws miracles are not possible. The flaw in
this argument is, why must I believe that the laws of nature cannot be changed, altered or least
suspended?
Imagine for a moment that an alien is sitting on top of a building in the CBD, studying the effect of traffic
lights on traffic. After a few hours, he has observes consistent patterns – when the lights are green, cars
move; on yellow they slow down; and on red they stop – and determined this is a law of traffic.
Suddenly, a vehicle with flashing lights on top and emitting loud noises hurtles through a red light,
violating the uniform law he had just formulated. The alien doesn’t blindly declare that this is
impossible because it violates the laws of traffic… he realizes that a special circumstance applies which
causes a suspension of the normal way of things.
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The argument that miracles contradict science, or violate some natural law, assumes that we exist in a
closed system, which cannot be acted upon from the outside. But how did scientists determine we are in
a closed system, for believing that nothing can act from outside nature? They didn’t... it is assumed.
Yet, it there is a God who created the laws of nature then he is free to either suspend or alter those
laws. God as the creator would not logically be constrained by the natural laws he created. He would
then be free to transcend and to act from outside of nature.
The second most common objection that is that miracles may be possible, but they are so highly
improbable as to make them unknowable. This objection typical comes up a lot in debates about Jesus’
resurrection; not that it is impossible, but that it is so improbable we can’t know it happened.
David Hume was an 18th century sceptic who argued that human experience has firmly established the
laws of nature. Since miracles involve a violation of natural laws they are totally improbable and
therefore cannot be shown to have occurred in history. Hume said this because he believed no amount
of evidence can overcome humankind’s virtually uniform experience that the laws of nature do not
alter. His real point is no one should believe in miracles because all our experience suggests they don’t
happen or would be totally fantastically improbable.
To Hume greater evidence means that which is repeated most often. What this means is any rare event
can never have as much ‘evidence’ as common events. The flaw in Hume’s argument is that it doesn’t
weigh the individual pieces of evidence like personal testimonies. It equates evidence with probability
and you should never believe the long shots. Unfortunately for Hume, we readily accept plenty of rare
events as having happened. We know that eclipses happen, despite them being a very rare occurrence.
We know that people win the lottery, even though it’s long odds.
What probability theorists would say is that you must weigh the improbability of an event occurring
against the probability the evidence would be just as it is. So it is more rational to not simply to believe
based on the odds, but based on the evidence supporting a purported fact. History is made up of unique
events every day, most of which will never be repeated specifically.
The third objection you will come across is eventually, all miracles will be explained by science or natural
causes. The idea is that a primitive person would have seen jet travel, or television, as a miracle, but to
our more advanced minds we can appreciate the scientific and technological reasons the plane stays in
the air. At its base level, what this argument is saying is, have faith in science as being eventually be able
to explain this. This is quite paradoxical because science is based on observations, not faith.
At the end of the day, when it comes to the question of whether miracles are possible, C.S. Lewis sums it
up well: “Admit God exists and you admit miracles may well also.”
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